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Judging from present indications it is 
hardly probable that this number '\Viii reach 
the students before Monday morning and 
on this account we owe our subscribers and 
readers an apology, believing that any paper 
should appear when dated if such a thing be 
possible. TheW PI begs the indulgence of 
the students and assures them that it is ever 
the Editor's intention to '-"Ve the pnper out 
on time. 
Almost invariably when the W P I 
management, and the same is true when it 
is for a programme or clftss-book, solicits 
an advertisement from a concern, the ques-
tion comes from the prospective advertiser, 
" Do the students patronize the adver-
tisers? " Of course an affirmative answer 
is given, which we believe to be in a great 
measure true. But do the students sup-
port as they should those who support 
them? We think not. It is for this reason 
that the Business Manager finds it difficult 
to get advertisements , and when the time 
comes to pay for the same, the merchant 
often asserts that the Tech trade obtainecl 
through the medium of tho W P I bas 
amounted to practically nothing. 
The programmes for the recent concert 
were g iven to the Base-Ball Association 
and the duty of securing some of the 
advertisements fell upon us and it was not 
until then that we appreciated the position 
of the advertiser and the student. We 
now feel sure that many of our advertisers 
give us their "ads," not only for this 
paper but for the programmes and class-
books, with the idea of he}ping us rather 
than of gaining material aid themselves. 
Should this be so? Let every loyal Tech 
when he has occasion to purchase an article 
remember that those who advertise at the 
Institute are the ones who take an interest 
in the students and the welfare of the insti-
tution, and that they are the ones who offer 
inducements for the students' trade. The 
fact that certain merchants advertise show 
that they are anxious to cater to our patron-
age and have the goods that they believe 
will please us. Then let us patronize our 
advertisc1·s as much as possible, thereby 
helping those wbo help_us_. _ _ _ 
The concert of the musical organizations 
recently given wns a grand success from an 
artistic point of view. The clul>s showed 
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the results of their untirina work and ex-o 
penditure of time to excellent ndvantage, 
and the impression made upon the audience 
wns most favorable. We congratulate the 
clubs on their fine showing and hope to see 
the Glee, Banjo and 1\'Inndolin Clubs all 
become permanent institutions. 
Financially the affair was a failure, not-
withstanding the fact that something was 
cleared. Two things combined to make 
this the case : luck of support by the stu-
dents themselves, nod lack of advertising 
by the management. How often is the 
complaint beard that social life at the Insti-
tute is an almost unknown quantity, and 
still when the students do have the oppor-
tunity to support a social afiait· they do not 
take advantn.ge of it. Aside from those 
taking part in the concert, there were hard-
ly twenty-five students in the audience. 
The great fault, however, was with the 
management. Had the affair been ndver-
tised as it should have been, no doubt rests 
in our mind but that the audience would 
have been as large as could have been 
accommodated. To have any utfuir of this 
nature a success, judicious and liberal adver-
tising is absolutely a necessity; no one can 
say that this was done by tbe management, 
and it is just here that fault inn grent meas-
Ul'e lies. We know from experience that 
many outsiders knew nothing of the con-
cert. One of the Faculty was heard to re-
mark this, and added that he believed with 
good management that the concert could be 
repented and the house filled to its utmost 
et~.pacity. 
If glee clubs from the various New Eng-
land colleges can come here and fi ll the 
same and larger haJls, it does not stand to 
reason that the Institute clubs, right here at 
home and among their friends, etmnot with 
good management draw a full bouse. 
It was stated in our last issue that the 
annual field-day would be held last Saturday 
afternoon, and at that time it was so believed. 
But si nce then it has been found necessary 
to postpone tho sports until this afternoon. 
Such action was caused by a misunderstand-
ing between the Athletic Association nod 
the Oval autl10rities regarding the date, the 
latter claiming that the Association had 
stated tbnt it did not want the date, as it 
was too early. Be that as it may, it is 
certain tbut the sports have been postponed 
until to-day and that it looked at one time 
as though there would be no field-day this 
year. 
It is most decidedly true that the sports 
a1·e of infinite more importance than one 
ball game, and it is indeed surprising to us 
that Manager Gordon was not willing to 
make arrangements with the team scheduled 
to play by which the game could have been 
postponed until Iuter in tho season, and thus 
have tho field sports un interrupted. It is 
hard ly prohable that the plan of having a 
ball game nnd holding the sports at the 
snme time, will be a success either financially 
or from an athletic stand-point. Certain it 
is that Ninety-Six's chances have been 
greatly hurt by having a ball game at the 
same time. 
For the third time during tbe Institute 
year, it bas become our painful duty to 
chronicle the death of a student of the 
Institute. Tho death of Nelson B. Hale 
which occurred at his home in this city, on 
Monday, April 23rd, was, however, not 
wholly unexpected by his classmates. For 
the past year Mr. Hale had been unwell, 
and last Fall it became necessary for him 
to cease his work here. His classmates 
here often visited him, and for the last 
month or more, while not confined to his 
bed, they bad recognized that he had not 
long to live. 
When we think of that part of his life 
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passed among us, of his honesty of charac-
ter, of his sincerity of purpose, and of his 
cheerful disposition, we cannot but believe 
that his life was a model for many of us. 
As one of his old schoolmates we look back 
with feelings of deep sorrow when we think 
that so noble a young man was not spared 
a longer life of usefulnestf to his fellows and 
honor to his God. 
We would suggest that the library be 
kept open Saturday afternoons, for the con-
venience of the members of the Institute. 
It often happens that students have practi-
cally no time but Saturday ufternoons for 
consulting the books of reference and cur-
rent periodicals there. Especially would such 
a scheme be advantageous to Ninety-Five, 
which class now have, in connection with 
the work in English Literature, two books 
and an essay to prepare each week, and for 
their preparation reference to the books in 
the library is essential. 
Last Saturday afternoon the writer came 
np to spend an hour or so in reading in the 
library but found the doors to the library 
locked. Another student to our knowledge 
did the same thing. We do not believe it 
would necessitate additional work for anyone 
if the librnry were open for reference Satur-
day afternoons. 
---------------------we take pleasure in announcing the elec-
tion of Mr. Chalfant as a member of the 
Board, and also in announcing the appoint-
ment of Mr. Crawshaw as Assistant Man-
ager. 
THE W . M. E. S. MEETING. 
The regular meeting of this society was held 
in Salisbury Laboratory la.st Monday evening, 
a large number being present. The first paper 
wa.s read by Mr. Edwards, and was illustrated 
by means of two wooden models of evolute and 
cycloidal teeth showing the advantages aod dis-
advantages of each. 
The second paper wa.s read by J . W. Borke, 
who also included a very practical aod useful 
talk regarding contracts, what the Tech gt-adu-
a.te is likely to be required to do, etc. 
A brief discussion of the papers followed. 
Profs. Alden and Bird, Mr. Cole, Geo. I. Rock-
wood and others speaking. 
HEAVY CAST- IRON GEARS. 
BY V. E. EDWARDS. 
The object of this brief paper is to stn.rt dis-
cussion and compare experiences in the use of 
heavy cast gears. W e nil know that gears are 
the cause of much trouble, expense, nod delay, 
and arc to be avoided if possible. But there 
are many places where we are at present unable 
to dispense with them. They most be used, and 
the best we cao do is to make a careful study of 
all the probabilities antl possibilities tbnt may 
influence the result, and then design the gear-
ing to suit the special requirements as far as 
possible. 
Let us look briefly at some of the troubles 
that may appear iu connection with the use of 
heavy gears. There are many little things that 
may go wa·ong and cause much vexation o.nd 
expense. We may not have used the best shape 
of tooth. The proportions of the tooth may be 
faulty. The pattern may he wrong. The teeth 
may not be oo ttquarc. They may not be matle 
like the drawing. They may not be spaced 
uniformly . The pitcu diameter may not come 
where it should. Neither the teeth, nor· the 
pattern ns a whole will remain for any length of 
time as left by the pattern-maker on account of 
the swelling, shrinking, and distortion common 
to all wood-work. The pattern, especially it 
old, is almost sure to be more or less out of 
shape when it reaches the foundry. The moulder 
caooot help springing it more ot· less iu ramming 
up the sand. lL is liable to blow if be rams too 
bard, and if not bard enough. it will "strain." 
a.s the foundry-men say, that is, the sand will 
be crowded back by the pressure of the iron nod 
some of the teeth are liable to come altogether 
too tbick in places, though the swelling may be 
so gradual as not to be noticed until the gears 
are ron, when it will speak for itself. Then be 
may spring the fla.sk io handling or io locking 
op, or be may spring the casting by improper 
exposu re io cooling. It may not shrink to the 
diameter expected. This would be influenced 
by the ramming of the mould , by the mixture of 
iron used , and by the beat at which it is poured. 
Tbe machinist may not be careful in truing-up 
for boring out. He may get a poor fit that will 
work loose after a while. Tbe shafts may oot 
come where they belong. Tbe gears may not 
be set to run oo tlteir pitch circles. Bevels are 
especially ho.rd to get right. The bearings may 
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be very uncertain in their position, perhaps 
bolted to unseasoned timbers or to a light frame-
work wl.licb will spriug and get out of place 
every time the work comes on the gears. Or 
the gears may be used in a place where we know 
the bearings will wear rapidly, and the shafts 
seldom if ever be in line. Pieces of iron may 
fall in between and break them. One thing we 
can be sure of. After tlley are once set up they 
will receive just as Little attention as possible. 
They will be slushed, generally slushed liberally. 
Often a large amount of coal-tar is used to make 
the slush sticky, with great success. We can 
ho.rdly !Jlame the men for uot being entlwsiastio 
in their care of such dirty work. The gears 
and their adjacent bearings are sure to be neg-
lected . This may look like borrowing a lot of 
trouble. But if we do not anticipate these 
things, and provide for them as fat· as possible, 
we are very sure to have to pay for it iu the end. 
There are so many requit·ements tllat must be 
met if heavy high-speed gearing is to be used 
successfully, that it is not strange we turn with 
longing eyes to belting, which requires fulfilment 
of but one condition- that the belt lead on 
squarely. If we also lead the belt off squarely 
it will ensure uoifot·mity of strain through the 
belt and enable us to make satisfactory con-
nection between shafts placed in any conceiva-
ble relation to each other; by having the pulleys 
just a little c rowning, the shafts and pulleys 
may run quite appreciably ont of place without 
our bearing from it. 
But we cannot beg the question. Geat·s must 
be used in many pltl.ces nod we must furnish the 
best that can be bad. We will now consider 
how to minimize some of the evils mentioned. 
lllba~Ht ol' Teeth . 
W e will not attempt to discuss the mathe-
matical aud theoretical action of gears. We 
have had that fully treateu io our course at the 
Institute. w ·e know there are many forms of 
teeth which will work togethet· with theoretical 
accuracy. But the cycloida.l and evolute cru-ves 
possess such marked advuntages ove1· all other 
forms that we "·ill compare only these two styles. 
The vast majority of gears in common use are 
approximations-more or less correct--of one 
or the other of these cut·,·es. The cycloidal 
tooth bas many old friends. P ossibly more old 
friends than new. The princip:U. advantaae 
claimed for it is its higher efficiency or small~r 
loss from friction on teeth and bearings. The 
working angle averages more nearly tan~Tential 
than with the evolute, and thus app:'rently 
would give the advantages claimed. 
If the working angle were 90 deiTrees, or tan-
gential, there would be no tende~cy to crowd 
the shafts apart, while, going to the other e.x-
treme, if the working angle were nearly 0 de-
grees, the stress crowding apart would be nearly 
infinite. It would seem that this crowding 
stt·ess would be represented by the tangential 
force times cotangent of angle. That this is 
true is strongly stated by some, and as strongly 
denied by others . An expertment was tried 
many years ago with carefully made wooden 
models which showed tbatr-""'hile in a. majority 
of the trials there was a slight tendency to c:rowd 
apart-several of tbe t.-ial!! showed an unmis-
takable tendency to draw closer together. We 
are unable to see the reason for this unexpected 
result unless tbe gears bore harder on the arc of 
recess than on tile arc of approach. It was not 
stated in the description we saw of the above 
tests how much, if any, loo.tl was applied to the 
gears. The inference was that there was little 
more luau their own inertia and friction. Jf 
this was so, of course the experiment was of 
little value. We have hoped to learn of this 
being fully demonstrated in some one of the 
many expt!rimental laboratories now in active 
use. 
The evolute tooth averages somewhat stronger 
than the other on account of its shape making 
the tooth decideuly thicker· at the root than at 
the pitch liue. As to its ulleged crowding we 
can only say that we have never beard of any 
cases where it was demonstrated to be worse 
than that of the cycloi<lal. 
W e recently started up a mill transmitting 
2000 H. P . through nine pair of bevels, all facing 
the same way. The teeth were evolute, with a 
working angle of about 70 degrees. Several 
millwrights predicted tbat tlle gears would crowd 
back so as to make serious trouble. But we 
never saw any iudicatioo of it i not a collar 
wat·med up. This is the finest lot of cast bevels 
we have ever seen. After a few hours' running 
the entire length and breadth of every working 
face was polished and they ran so smoothly one 
could hardly bear them. They were all set by 
measurement, and any one who has tri(>d it 
knows that it is not the easiest thing to work 
from tlle imaginary pitch line of a bevel gear, 
especially when it is shrouded. He also knows 
that wht!n nine heavy gears have been forced on 
to a heavy shaft it is no joke to move them if 
they do not all come just right. The work was 
well done by careful men and yet some of these 
gf'ars touched bottom, some mo on pitch line, 
and some were quite a little beyond the line. 
But they all ran with equal aud practically per-
fect steadiness. 
This is the great ad,7 antage which the evolute 
tooth has oyer all others. We consider it of 
far more consequence than any question of 
crowding or thi!Oretical efficiency. We say 
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theoretical efficiency because the alleged ad\•ant-
nges of the cycloidal tooth can only be obtained 
when they run very close to tL t:: ir pitch line, nod 
it is practically impossible to keep gears, and 
especially bevels, close to thei r proper pl:l.Ce, 
except under the most favorable conditions. I t 
is not necessary that evolute geat·s should run 
on their pitch line. If properly made they will 
run with equal smoothness without regard to 
bow deep t hey mesh. They may bottom, or 
they may mesh barely enough to bo.ve one tooth 
take bold before its predecessor lets go. It is 
all the same as far as smoothness is concerned, 
tbongb of course we get more bearing s m·f:\ce 
the deeper Lbe gears mesh. Cycloidal gears on 
the contrary become very jerky in their action 
if set too deep, ot· not deep enough. ln fact, 
the best way to set this style of gear is to keep 
moving it until you find the place where it makes 
the l~ast noise. 
Just here we will mention one awkward thing 
about gears. If the shafts have worn gradually 
out of line, 01· if the gea.rs have been running 
out of pitch for some time, or if a bevel has 
w~rked back on the key, it is often unsafe to 
bnng them back to where they oriaina.Uy be-
longed. Often it is best to make th:rn as com-
fortable as possible where they are and let them 
run until they are so woru as to call for new 
gears, when, of course, e' ·erything should be 
made as true as possible. The reason for ti.Jis 
is obvious. Tbe teeth have worn nod fitted 
themselves to their new positions. There may 
be distinct shoulders worn. The pitch circles 
are not where they were intended to be. Often 
they are replaced by pitch polygons. The 
mournful song of the gear will clearly tell us 
that. We might enlarge on the discords result-
ing from not keeping on the pitch and ke1, but 
we forbear. 
Pro ... rtlo•• or Teetb . 
W c will now consider the proportions of the 
teeth in their relation to the strengtll nod wear 
of the gear. A large part of the trouble with 
gears comes from not considering this more 
fully. 
We have often asked manufacturers and mill-
wrights the question : " What is the most 
prominent trouble you have with gears?" And 
the replies have all been the same, '' Hreakage. 
The teeth tumble off." This is the universal 
complaint about ordinary cast-iron gears, even 
when they are apparently very large for the 
work they have to do. 
But here we are confronted with an apparent 
paradox. Rolling-mill pinions average working 
several times harder than ordinary gears and 
yet they give little if any more trouble. Can 
you think of any work more trying than 
that t·eceived by the pinions of a large plate 
mill, rolling a plate say 100 inches wide. Pic-
ture a 1500 H. P. engine running 100 revolutions 
per minute with a 80-ton fiy-,vheel. All the 
power of the engine and the momentum of the 
wheel is transmitted to the •·oils tlll'ough asmall 
pinion coupled to the end of the engine shaft. 
When the plate enters the bite of the rolls, the 
entire load comes on instnutlv witi.J almost 
explosiYe violence. lt will aYct7age cominu on 
full in about 1/50 of one second . Not ~nly 
does the full 1500 ll . P. come on instantly but it 
is regula r prnctice to work it much b:mler tllao 
the full powet· of the cylinder. T he plates 
are relatively quite shot·t until nearly finished, 
and tile work is intermittent so that it requires 
only ft·om 1/a of a second to 3 seconds encb 
for more tbau half or the pusses. The work is 
so bard while it lasts that the rcgulatot· is 
seldom seen in any position except clear up or 
clear down. ln fact, the changes of speed are 
so violent, even with this heavy wheel, that 
special dllSh-pots are provided to enable the 
regulator to respond promt>tly and yet not 
pound itself to pieces. 
The general practice in plate rolling is to 
work it down as fast as possible. That means 
to g iYe it all the eugine and tty-wheel can stand 
without getting stalled. Never mind if it does 
slow down to nearly half speed every pass. It 
will pick up again befot·c the next pass. We 
have not figmed just how mocb power would be 
given off from a 25-ft. SO-ton wheel ruoniug 
11)0 reYolotious per minute if slowed to half 
s peed iu one second. Neitber have we fi gu red 
bow much would be given off if hauled up 
short in a single revolution as has happened 
several times without breaking the driving 
pinion. How large is this pinion that will 
stand such treatment? Twenty-one inches in 
diameter. I t is needless to say tbat the ordin-
n.ry cast gears in COI.llmoo use would stand no 
such treatment. They would break about as 
fast as you could put th€:m in. 
But gears are not bought for the sake of 
breaking them and buying new ones, bnt to 
work. Now if rolling-mill gears are capable of 
doing so much more work, why are not common 
gears made more nearly like them ? We have 
asked that question many times and have not 
yet received ao answer. 
Let us consider the strength of the tooth as 
it is affected by ite three dimensions. A tooth 
is usually considered as a beam ti.~ed at one end 
with a load at the other end, causing a trans-
Yerse strain, or moment, li equals \V l, wltere 
W is the force applied to the end of tbe tooth 
nod l is the length of the tooth. Tltis moment 
or leverage of external forces is balanced by 
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that of the iotemal forces, M equals f M2 in 
which .f equals maximum working stress on tLe 
metal , 1) equals breadth of face, h equals thick-
ness of tooth at base. Placing the two equa-
tions together we have .M equals W l equals {r b7L2, 
solving for W we get W equals t bh2 • From 
this equation we can at once see how much any 
change in any of the thxee dimensions of a 
tooth will affect W, or its capacity to transmit 
power. 
We will first consider t11e effect of increasing 
b, or the breadth of fact: of a gear. It will at 
once be seen that the strength increases directly 
as the breadth. That is encoumging. Then all 
we have to do is to make the face broad enough 
and we can transmit any amount of power. 
Our formula says so and that formula is correct, 
as far as any simple formula can be. But our 
theory is not complete. It does not include 
Rny limitationB marle necessary by the perver-
sity common to both wen and inanimate things. 
If all things were perfect and unyielding we 
could use very wide face gears. But as nothing 
is perfect, the pmoticable width of face is 
directly dependent on the probable accuracy of 
construction, and on the probable maintenance of 
that accuracy, with emphatic emphasis on the 
word "probable.'' On high-class machinery cut-
gears may be successfully used with very wide 
face. We might mention some of tbe large 
cold-saws used for cutting armor, and other 
plates as an example. Bevel-gears nrc much more 
dillicult to set and bold properly than spurs and 
it is useless to make them as wide face as we 
would spur-gears on the same class of work. 
There nre many cases where we know the 
shafts will be out of line as a regular thing. 
Then all the strain must come on a single point 
and a narrow face is worth aB much as a wide 
face and in fact may be worth much more, for 
many a gear bas been broken hy the shaft getting 
out of line and prying one end of a tooth off as 
a result of the other end bitting on the back 
side and forming a fulcrum, thus giving a power-
ful leverage which would not have existed with 
a narrow face. 
In the case of the wide faced gears referred 
to as drh•ing the cold-sn.ws, the shafts must be 
exaetly parallel. It is doubtful if they could 
get out more than 1/5 of one degree without 
causing serious trouble. But we know of a 
machine using narrow face evolnte gears, where 
perhaps 10 H. P. is transmitted through a pair 
of slow running pinions mounted on each end 
of a revolving shaft which is carried by a frame 
pivoted in the centre and the whole oscillates 
like a see-saw. The pinions keep in mesh with 
their mates and work steadily all the time 
although they are constantly changing from 
about 8 degrees out of line one way to about 8 
uegrecs out tue otllet· way. Yet they are so 
well designed for the work tlley have to do that 
they gh·e no trouble. 
'.fbe second variable that affects the strength 
of the tooth is h or h2 which means that if we 
can make our h twice as large, our strength will 
be four times as ruuciJ. This, or rather the 
pitch with which it is directly connected, is the 
genemlly recognized contwlling element of 
strength in a gear. If a gear proves too weak 
for tht: work to be done, we always think of 
using a coarser pitch. But there are limits to 
this. If we keep the diameter the same, we can 
increase the pitch only by reducing the number 
of teeth, fl.nd Lbis number must be kept high 
enough to n.bsolutely ensure tun.t one tooth shall 
engage a little bcfo1·e its predecesso1· ba.s let go. 
Mill\vrights will generally try to have two teeth 
always in mesh. Anotuer limitation is clue to the 
fact that lr>w numbered gears have cut-under or 
radial flauks and hence are much thinne1· at the 
root than on the pitch line. This red uces the h 
of our formula and consequently the strengtb of 
the gear. The his much less in a low nnmbereu 
than in a high num bered gear. In other words 
a low numbered pinion is much weaker than the 
higher numbN·ed gea1· with which it may engage. 
Another serious difficulty with low numbered 
gears is their rapid wear. If one gear is one-
third the size of the other, we should expect it 
to wenr out in one-thinl the time. Tbis start-
ing witll a weak piece anu then having it wear 
rapidly is a serious mattct· which, however, can 
be improYed in several ways. In special gears, 
if a small numbered pinion iB to run with a rack 
or high numbered gear, it is customary to in-
crease h, or the thickness of the pinion teeth, 
aud correspondingly reduce the thickness of its 
over-strong mate. Also, as we have previously 
stated, evolute teeth average thicker at the root, 
and hence stronger than cycloid a!. W itb cut-
gears a decided re-enforcement can be made by 
simply giving tue smaller gear a much wider face 
than its mate. This extra length does not in-
crease its bearing or wearing surface, but does 
give a mucu large1· breaking section and thus 
inct·eases its strength. 
Cast gears may be still further stt•engthened 
by shrouding, or filling op the spaces between 
the overhanging ends of the teeth with solid 
metal. This renders it almost impossible for a 
whole tooth to tumble out with a clean break, 
for it must shear otl' each end and break across 
tbe bottom in 01·der to get out. When t he pin-
ion is relatively small, it is usually shrouded to 
the top of the teeth, when both gears are about 
the same size the shrouding may come nearly to 
the pitch line on each gear. Millwrights say 
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the shrouds must never run together, even if they 
a re carefully turned to the pitch diameter, for 
the gears will not be perfect and the pitcil circle 
will quarrel with the nrc pitch. This shrouding 
addij much to the strength of gears. It is not 
uncommon to put an additional shroud in the 
centre of tile gea1· face, in which case it is 
usual to reYolve one-half of the gear thwugh 
one-half o( the pitch and thus gain the steadier 
action due to having twice the number of teeth 
in contact at once. 
This style of gear is much used for rolling 
mill pinions, and other bard work. Although 
what is known as the " herriug-bone" is pe1·baps 
moreoften used. In this type tbe teeth nre not 
parallel with the axis but are spirally inclinl'd on 
each siJe toward the face where they meet fol·m-
iog a V. These ·' herring-bone" gea1·s have at 
least one decided advantage over aJJ other 
forms. On all otber styles 'vith straight teeth, 
if they are out of line, we get contact in but 
one point. And the strength of the gear is de-
pendent upon the s upport given that one point. 
But with n '' hening-bone" genr you will see 
that if it hits on one side and not on the other, 
the angularity of the pressure will sli,le the gear 
endwise until it does bear. Thus, by leaving a 
little end play to one gear we are absolutely sure 
it will bear on nt least two points, and thus be 
twice as strong as n stmight tooth if out of line. 
These " llening-bone" gears, when well de-
signed, probably make the strongest gear in use. 
They arc a1so tllc most expens h•e io common 
use, but their cost is fully justified IJy their ser-
vice when extremely bard work is required. 
But there is one way of increasing h and the 
tensile strength without changing the pitch. It 
is described in many treatises on gears. but 
we seldom see in ose the so-cnlletl tlwmb teeth. 
W hen a pair of gears are to transmit power in 
always the same direction , it is obvious that one 
face of the teeth do all the wo1·k, while the other 
side has nothing at all to do. Then the question 
arises why not make tb.e working face such as to 
give the smoothest action , and make the other 
face such as will give the greatest strength to the 
teeth. It is usually recommended to use an evo-
lute working face with ns large a working angle as 
convenient, and for the backs use an evolute with 
with a considerably smaller working angle, bl·a-
cing it back like a ratchet tooth as much as possi-
ble without getting the point of the teeth too thin. 
It is obvious that the strength of a tooth can be 
doubled in this way. It seems a little strange 
that they are not more often used fo r special 
work. A fine example of this style of tooth 
is seen on the powerful Whitworth pumps for 
supplying the new $1,000,000 , 1 0,000-ton press 
which bas just been set up at H omestead. H ere 
there are two vertical steam cylinders about 4.>" 
din. by 4 ft. stroke, with two pinions about 4 ft. 
din. on the main shaft. Each pinion meshes in-
to an 8 ft. gear on eacb side and each gear has 
a shaft with two cranks, thns driving eight 511 
single acting pumps capable of working up to 
8,000 ot· 10,000 lbs. a sq. inch. 
W e now come to the third Yarinble, l. or the 
length of the tooth measw·e<l radially from the 
rim oot. Turning buck to onr fom10la TV 
equals {r blt2 it will lJe seen that the strength 
varies in\'ersely with l. The longer we make l 
tile weaker we make the tootll. lJut on the olltct· 
hand the streugtlt cannot be increased indefi-
nitely by reducing l to fl, for two reasons, first, 
the length and number of teeth must bear sucll 
relatious to eacll other as to ensure at least one 
tooth being in f ull contact at all times . second, 
if the tootlt be mude very short, the shearing 
stress exceeds the trnns>et·se stress, nod the 
value of W becomes limit<>d to the shearing 
strength of tile toolb. The she~H'ing strength 
of the tooth eqnnls f. b. h. P lacing this equal 
to the transverse strength we get .(. b. h. 
equals ~ blt:~ wl.licb reduced to I equals *. With 
Yery short teeth, h would equal ! tile pilcb a1Hl 
our equation would become l equnls l!· 13ul 
there is an error here. We lm vc assumed /, ot· 
the strength of the metnl, to he the same under 
trnnsversc as tmder shearing strain. But witu 
cast--iron tlJe compressiYe ret~istance is mucll 
greater than its tensile strength, so thnt wHh s. 
transverse st1·tli n the neutral ax is docs not come 
in the centre of section, flllll Llcocc the trans-
ve•·se streugth foL· C!I.St-iron i!:l ocnl'ly twice its 
tensile or shearing streo~th. This would cllange 
on1· formula from l = T!!" to l = ~ or .10 P ~ 
giving approximately the length of tootb wbich 
woulrl be about as likely to slide as to break off, 
witb a lond on the end of the tootb. But the 
ordinary length of teeth a\Terages about .70 P, 
or fom· times as long, and hence four times ns 
weak. While it is impracticable for senrnl 
reasons to make the teeth as short as .lfJ P yet 
on the other hand we have never been able to 
learn a satisfactory reason for goiug so near to 
the other extreme as to make tbe tooth length 
. 70 to . 7 5 of the pitch. Of course for small 
cut-gears oo the diametral plan, the absolute 
simplicity of the cnlculntions uecessary to their 
use is ample reason for the proportions adopted. 
But the advantages of using the diametral sys-
tem rapidly disappear as the size increases. 
Fot· gears using arc pitch there is no recog-
nized standard length of tooth. As we have 
saki, tbey average about . 70 P, though many 
gear-makers use an even longer tooth, as we 
know from expensive experience. 
We have already called attention to the great 
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strength of rolling-mill pinions, and mentioned 
four factors: inYolute teeth, broad-face, shroud-
ing aud herring-bone tectla. 
There is another important factot·, sh01·t 
teeth. Tbey are made about .55 P, and make 
an altogether different looking tootb from one 
that is .75 to . c 0 P long. If this is the pt·actice 
which gh•es such excellent results on the very 
hardest-worked gears why is it not good practice 
on other heavy gears? Why must we have the 
teeth longer nod weaker? We cannot see! Not 
fot· weat·, surely, for the wear increases so rap-
idly as you go each way from the pitch-circle 
tbnt ,~ery little is gained by going far. This 
strengthening of the gears by making the teeth 
shorter commends itself commercially. It costs 
nothing to make them so, wbile to make either 
a sh• onded or herring-bone gear costs decidedly 
more than a plain gear, hotlt for the patterns 
and the moulding. 
Let os consider the question of patterns and 
moulding. The draftsman may make the most 
perfect drawing of tbe very best genr. That is 
as far as be can go. The drawings are handed 
to the paltem-maker and the pattern-maker and 
moulder will generally manage to combine in 
such a way as to get a more or less unsatisfac-
tory result. Not becnusc they do not under-
stand their business, but because very few of 
tbem are fitted to do such wot·k as accurately as 
is desirabl e. The regular full wooden pattern 
does not and apparently cannot be made to pro-
duce first-class gears. Large iron IJatterns are 
too costly and besides arc so heavy to hanrtle as 
to cause the monlder serious trouble. 
\Ve t·eceotly recommended a prominent manu-
facturer to ordet· a lot of machine-moulded 
gears. He hesitated, saying, "I don't know 
about that. We think we have the best pattern-
mnkcl'in the Uni ted States. As good a foundt·y 
as any one, if not a little better. Let us go 
down and see the pattern-maker." When be 
had found him be appealed to his pride, saying; 
" They have recommended us to go outside and 
boy a lot of cast-gears. Can you not mnke as 
good gent· pn.ttems as anybody and have we 
not as good a foundry ? " The answer was em-
phatic, "Yes, sir, I have made a great many 
gear patterns and do not know anyone who 
can do better, neither do I know of a better 
foundry, but we are not fitted up to make 
good gears. You had better get them machine-
moulded." 
In making the so-called machine-moulded 
gears a pattern is made of only a small segment 
of tbe rim, inclmling say three teeth. This is 
attached to the rigid arm of a sweep set in the 
solid ground. These tht·ce teeth would be 
rammed up, the segment withdrawn, and ad-
vanccd one ot· two teeth and accurately locked 
in its new position by means of a large iron 
index plate. By this method many important 
results are obtained. The pitch is as accurate-
ly uniform as would be possible in a gear cutter 
using the same index plate. The sweep is Yery 
Htiff aud will spring only a trifle and even this 
may be allowed fot· a~ the entire circle is treated 
uniformly. An incidental advantage is the 
cheapness of the patterns or forms, costiug per-
hl\ps one-eighth as much as a full wooden pat-
tet·o. Tltis renders it mucb mot·e feasible to 
have special gt>ars made exactly as we want 
them without oodue cost. Then the cost of the 
castings is little if any more tllan much poorer 
gears made from pattems. 
We recently bad a qoot~ttiou less than 3~ for 
the best charcoal iron bevels douhle-sbrouded 
and about 2! for plain gears in common iron. 
or course, if you have your own vatterus and put 
them in with your other work your foun<lryma.u 
may not ubarge extra , but we have never seen a 
gear from any foundry to equal the work tumed 
out by the Robert Poole & Son Co. of Bnlti-
more, ot· tltc Wulker Mfg. Co. of Cleveland. 
Recently. the Farrell Foundry Co., of Ansonia, 
aud the Union Foundry, of Pittsburgh, and 
some others, have fitted up to do this work. 
The nicety of the work made by the two first-
named companies is surprising both as to nicety 
of finish and accumcy of shape. We J..aaye in 
mind a very light bevel-gear rim 10 t t. outside 
diameter with an 8 ft. 6 iu. hole, made in halves. 
When put on the IJoring-mill this was found to 
lie flat within t /32 of an inch, and also to be a 
true circle within the same narrow limit. 
These geat·s will run at ,·ery high speed with 
little if any more noise than ordinary cut-gears. 
The manufacturers claim t.hcm to wear longer 
besides b~ing much stronger than cut-gears. 
This does not appear unreasonable, for it is well 
known that the scale or skin of cast-iron is al-
together the hardest, strongest. and finest part 
of a casting. They certainly are much stronger 
thun cut-gears from the same metal. 
But right here we would call attention to the 
fact that the strongest gear is not necessarily 
the most durable. The gear may be very strong 
but brittle and go to pieces aftet· but a short 
life on ac<'ount of crystallization induced by the 
continnous jan·ing. Ot·, what is much worse 
than hard work, the pounding gears get when 
running idle at high speed and the blows come 
first on the one side of the tooth and then on 
the other. For hard high-speed work the 
toughness of cbarcoal iron renders it much more 
suitable tban the cheaper and more brittle 
grades. But these gears while much better 
than from wooden patterns will still break at 
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most unexpected and expensive times if the long 
teeth are used. 
The next move with many parties bns been to 
put in steel gears, that is, steel castings, but 
still they are not altogether happy with the 
1·esult. They cost much more, say, tnree times 
as much and then tney ~eldom, if ever , come 
nice, clean ot· true. They start off with a howl 
and begin to cbnfe or cut the first thing, and 
generally keep on cutting until they wear out. 
But they give mucllless trouble from breakage, 
and we can better afford to replnce them 
occasion:~ lly even if their cost is high, rather 
tbnn have them break down at most unexpected 
and exasperating times, as is the case with long 
tooth iron gears. 
But we are fu11y convinced tltat short evolute 
tooth geat·s, machine moulded, made fmm char-
coal iron will average giving better satisfaction 
at less expense provided that the gears be so 
held that there is a reasonable prospect of their 
remaining about where they belong. It is a l-
ways well to get tbe two shafts tied togetlter 
absolutely and have all strains self contained, 
if possible. Then we can go home &lld sleep in 
pence without dreaming of broken gears. 
GLEE C LUB CON CERT. 
The fu·st concert of theW. P. I. Glee, Banjo 
and Maudoliu Clubs is only a memory, but a 
decidedly pleasant one. There was a fair and 
enthusiastic audience, but tbe concert deserved 
a far larger one. With snlficient advertis ing 
the hall might have been fi lled and the Base-
Rail Association might have made some money 
as well as the Atb]etic Association. The pro-
g ramme. which was very neat, was the only 
source of revenue for the former association, 
and the students should remembet· the favors of 
the advertisers. 
Pres. Fuller, Profs. Cutler, Conant, Hayes, 
Kendrick, and Bird , and I nstructors Coombs, 
O'Regan, Viles, and Rice, were present. 
T he performances of the clubs were bigbly 
creditable and very encon rt~.giug. Considering 
tbat this W~\S a fi rst appeamoce, tbe concert 
compares fa,·orably with any tbat bas ever 
been given in Worcester. It was noticeable 
that the Glee Club improved with each successive 
apvearance, and gt·eat credit should be given tbe 
members for t.beir work. l\1r. Heald deserves 
much praise for creating so good a club. 
The Banjo Club has improved wonderfully in 
its one short year of existence. 
The Mandolin Club is least in point ot num-
bers, but rendered its selections very well, and 
deser ved far more applause. 
The Concert was opened promptly at 8 o'clock 
by the Glee Club. n In Absence" was their 
first selection, and this was followed by a bum-
ming song as au encot·e. The Mandolin Club, 
under Mr. Wheeler's leadership, played a march, 
'' Le Turco,'' in an excellent manner. Mr. Peck 
for his solo chose "The Quaker." Hacl Mr. 
Peck been more confident of his own ability be 
would have done better. 
The " \V. P.l. March" by tbe Banjo Club, also 
under Mr. Wheeler, was much better than the 
precedi ng nu mbers. However, the time in (>arts 
was fat· from perfect. As an encore they gave 
" The Happy Coon." 
In the fifth number the Glee Club showed 
much improvement. The parts in "Jay Bird" 
were well curried throughout, and the piece sung 
with sn~Lp. Mr. Lamson's voice was particularly 
eft'ecthTe, As an encore tlley gave " Jolly Old 
Sow." 
Mr. Heald's voice is a very pleasing, but not 
a very strong one, nod was shown to good ad-
vantage in his solo "Sailing across the Sea." 
Mr. Wheeler's solo on the banjo wa~ excellent. 
It is doubtful if it has e\'et· been surpassed in 
this city. His encore ' ·Yankee Doodle," with 
variations, was "cry difficult. It is his own com-
posi tion. 
The Glee Club ren.ched its climax io 14 Once 
Uppooe a Tyme." They were obliged to •·e-
turn and sing a third stanza. The " 'paoish 
March" by the Mandolin Club was heautiful 
nod deserved an encore, if anything on the pro-
gramme dirl. 1\lr. llurdick's solo~," Hungarian 
Love Song," and the " Armorer's Song" from 
R obin Hood, which he gave as an encore, were 
far and away the most artistic efforts of the 
evening. Mr. Burdick bas a rich, sweet voice, 
and the songs suited it admirably. "Boston 
Rockaway" was deserving of tbe npplanse it re-
ceived . The " Greenway G uards Patrol," 
given ns a n encore, wns the best thing tbe Banjo 
Club did. Tue time was excellent. 
Tbe pieces throughout were well chosen and 
well g iven. Tbc general excellence of the con-
cert was n surprise to all present. The style of 
the Glee Club might be cri ticised. The mem-
bers watch the leader in a manner which is very 
noticeable. They make too much effort in 
singing, the facial expression or some being 
disagreeable. 
A COMMUNICATION. 
Editor W P !:-
There is a pleasing custom in vogue at col-
leges and institutions like our own of garnering 
any "break," 44 bull," or lapsU8 linguae that can 
be found, and preserving it. for posterity in the 
columns of the college paper. 1 notice in tbe 
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last W P I, under the caption "Technicalities," 
an alleged" bull" that I fully recognized as per-
petrated by myself. It is true I did say, "I 
suppose chilled-iron was made by chilling the 
iron ucfore it was cold," nod in so doing chose 
the lnngungc that expressed with precision and 
exactness just what I desired to sn.y. 
P erhaps it may not be altogether out of place 
to venture an explnuation, since it touches upon 
ao extremely interesting and useful branch of 
our metnllurgicnl study. Possibly no one can 
folly explain the phenomena, but it is neverthe-
less true, tbnt some irons are so constituted that 
castings made from them will assume an ex-
treme density and hardness if the molten metal 
is alloweu to come in contact with a metnllic 
surface in t.be mould. At the works, where I 
spend my spare hours, we have a small cupola 
erected fo r doing work of this sort, and it bas 
been my privilege, during the past year , to 
charge and run it in making chilled-iron dies 
for wire-drawing. The operation is somewhat 
as follows : selected brands of iron nrc intro-
duced into the cupola, alternating with layers of 
coal, nod the charge melted. If for dies, the 
metal is then cast into n cast-iron mould where-
by all sides of the finished product are brought 
in contact with metallic cooling flurfnces. 
P erhaps tbc most stl'iking illustration of this 
chilling effect is to be fou nd in making chilled 
rolls. Tbesc rolls nre substantially pbin solid 
cylinders with ends of n smaller diameter. Here 
it is desired to chill only tbe body of the rolls. 
F or this purpose n cast-iron collnr is introduced 
into the mould, enveloping the space in which 
the body is cast , leaving the ends to come in 
coutuct with the snnd. The iron is then poured 
and, after n suitable interval , tho flask is opened. 
N ote the effect. The entire roll ns it appears 
to the eye is a btight chen·y-1·ecl. Judging from 
appearances it is alike throughout, yet part of 
it is literally "chilled," notwithstanding it is 
still 1·erl lwt. It is to this phenomena I referred 
when I spoke of "chilling the iron before it got 
cold," nn expression fully justified as descript-
ive of the true conditions of the case. 
Your reporter, however, is evidently laboring 
onder the delusion tbat iron cannot be chilled 
without being made cold. If be will make an 
appointment at our wo1·ks some day I will be 
pleusecl to show him reel hot cltilled-iron. As to 
its ''chill" or hardness, he can put it in the 
lathe nod while the ends will rearlily turn under 
an ordinary tool, the body, which was cherry-
red precisely like the ends, will be so hard that 
only very bard Stubbs' steel will touch it, and 
then only by running the lathe at a slow 
speed . As to its beat, be can test it by pick-
ing it up with his fingers. If be does, he 
won 't write any more squibs for theW PI for 
a while . RALPH L . M ORGAN, '95. 
THE FIELD SPORTS. 
At this writing the prospects for an interest-
ing field-day are most bright aud any one who 
attends is sm·c to get bis money's worth between 
the sports a nd the T ech-Aggie game. The 
entries closed Monday, April 30th, wilh 293 
men in t he eYents. Such a. list on paper looks 
most excellenl, but whether tue total number of 
meu that score up for the word will numbe1· 
more tbnu a n even hundred or not is rather 
doubtful. This practice of euter·ing iu several 
events in wbicll one has no idea of starting is 
decidedly overdone, and it would uave been a. 
good plan for the directors to charge an entry 
fee of one dollar to those not finishing in half 
the events in which they arc entered. Were 
this done the entry list would have much more 
significance than it now has . One bas only to 
look nt the first event to see that there is at 
least one mao entered purely as a joke and the 
directors would ba,•e been justi fied in refusing 
the eotr·y. 
Tbe final standing of the classes is causing 
considerable discussion among the students, 
although it is generally conceded to lie between 
'94 aucl 'Oo. Setting aside all class feeling, '95 
on bcr last year's work and her s howing in train-
ing should win nod have something to spare . 
Ninety-Seven is as yet an unknown quantity, 
but she may beat oot t lle ophomores for 
third place owing to the fact that most of the 
'96 men will be playing in the ball game. 
In the hurdles Lnngren, Gallagher and Field 
are all good men nud their chances are in the 
order unmed. Ninety-five should nt least win 
one and be well placed in the other of the ltnn-
dred and two-twenty yard dashes. Allen , Kil-
lam, '!)5, Stone, O'Connor, and poss ibly Galla-
gher, arc the ones to b~lck, unless a dark ho1·se 
should appear. 
It would not be surprising to see one of the 
lower classes win the mile r·un with either 
Brown, Young or Lungren. Clapp, although 
green, is a good mao, but probably will not start. 
The two-mile bicycle race appears to be any 
one's race, with tile chances, however, slightly 
in favor of Biggins. 
There is little doubt bot that the 880 sboulcl 
go to '94, Gallagher being the winner. For the 
place it is bard to pick a mao , but Davenport, 
O'Connor, \Vhittall and several others are all 
good. 
The mile walk will lie wholly between Tilden 
and :McFadnnd with the chances decidedly in 
favor of the Junior. Unless some man, as yet 
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unknown to fame, appears there will be no one 
who can finish a good third to them. 
The 440-yard dash bas 30 entries, but it is 
doubtful if half of the men appear fo t· the word. 
Gallagher, if not too tired from the half, should 
make an excellent showing. Allen is also good, 
as is O'Connor. Then there is Harrington and a 
host of others who tu·e liable to make it hot for 
the winner. 
The two-mile run is another of those events 
that will not belong to any one until the tape is 
crossed. Howe, on the form shown at a. recent 
c ross-country in Clinton, should mo.ke the winner 
jog right along. 
The class team race promises to be one of the 
most hotly contested events on the programme. 
Practically, '94 and '96 are the only teams in 
the race, and on paper '9-! should win and have 
a few lengths to spare. Ninety-Seven will prob-
ably bring up the rear. 
The running high jump would doubtless go to 
Zaeder, but if he does not compete Whipple 
may win first place. This e'\·ent is a bard one 
to pick the winner. 
In the field events the first is the pole-vault. 
Leland bas been doing well io practice and 
should make a creditable showing. Then there 
is Whipple, Gallagher and Sibley, all good men. 
Throwing the hammer will go to Brigham, 
and it looks as though '95 would win two if not 
three of the prizes in that event. 
Brigham is also good for the shot, bot there 
are lots of dark men in the event, and if Zaeder 
does not compete the place will be in doubt 
until the event is over. 
Stone, '95, Whipple and Zaeder are all good 
in the running broad. Whether the judgment 
of the writer is of vnlue or not can be better 
seen after tbe events are over ; in the mean time 
don't swear by this list as being absolutely cor-
t•ect. 
THE TECH-ACADEMY GAME. 
The game at the Oval, Saturday, April 28th, 
between the W. P. I. and Academy teams re-
sulted in a walk-over for T ech , notwithstanding 
the fact that the nine felt rather doubtful of 
victory before the game. Many of the students, 
however, believed we would win, but never for 
a moment thought that such a defeat would be 
administered to the Academy boys. Still it 
was a game with a preparatory school and should 
not be taken as a criterion for judgment regard-
ing the team that represents the Institute this 
spring. The large score was due, both to t imely 
bitting on the one side, and poor fielding on the 
other. 
Martin was again in the box and evinced the 
same excellent control of the ball that be did at 
Amherst. Uis delivery is a peculiar one and 
completely puzzled the Academy batsmen. Gor-
don started in to pitch for our opponents, but 
after a few innings went behind the bat, Clark 
corning in from short to pitch. He was no im-
provement and so Gordon and Clark obaoged 
places, in w!Jich way the game was played out. 
A large attendance from the two institutions 
made the management happy and the coffers 
richer. A detailed account of the game would 
be uninteresting, the nppended summary show-
ing how the game was won: 
W . P. I. 
A.B. B. 
Philpot, 2b . . . . . . . . . . 5 ~ 
Knowles. 3b ......... 6 2 
Zneder, lb .......... 6 3 
G. Gordon, c . .f .•.•.•. 7 1 
Bunker, l. f. ......... 5 3 
Harris, r. f .......... 6 4 
Cullen, s. s. . .... .... ~ 5 
Fisher, c ............ 5 8 
Martin, p. . ......... 5 2 
D. P.O. A. E. 
2 1 6 1 
2 1 1 1 
4: ll 1 0 
1 1 ) 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 
2 2 2 0 
2 8 8 0 
2 0 0 0 
48 27 18 26• 18 2 
• Att:lns out on !Junted !oul aa U1Lrd lill'lke. 
WORCESTER ACAD&~JY. 
A.B. R . 
Webb, 2b .... , . . . . • . 5 0 
Clark. s. s., p., c . ... .. 5 0 
Edmands, lb ........ 4 0 
Gordon. p., c ........ 4 0 
Cbnse, c. f. . . . . . . . . . . 8 0 
Atkins, I. f., s. s ...... " 0 
L. Hodgkins, 3b . . . . . . 4 1 
Chesbro, c ......... . . 1 0 
W . Hodgkins, L f. . ... 2 0 
Leonard, r. f. ........ I 0 
88 1 
•lrartln hlL by baUed ball. 
B. P.O. 
1 2 
2 4 
2 9 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
1 3 
0 1 
0 I 
0 0 
A. B. 
1 5 
8 8 
1 ! 
4 1 
0 1 
8 8 
2 4 
1 1 
0 0 
0 1 
6 23• 15 21 
W. P. I ...... 0 1 5 6 5 1 2 1 6- 27 
Academy . . . . 0 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0- 1 
Earned runs, W . P. I. 7, Academy 1; two-base hits, 
G. Gordon, I>Wlpot; three-base bi ts. Zneder, S; sac-
rifice llits, Zaeder, Knowles, Martin; stolen bases, 
Phllpot 3, Knowles, Zaeder, G. Gordon, Bunker, 
Harris 2, Cullen 3, Fi her, Webb, Gordon, L. Hodg-
kins, W. Hodgkins. Leonard; first base on balls, by 
Gordon 7, by Clark S, by Martin 8; hit by pitched 
ball, Bunker, Leonard 2; first base on er rors, W. P. 
I . 11, Academy 1; struck out, by ltlartin 8, by Gordon 
8, by Clark 1; passed balls, Fisher 2, Clark2, Chesbro 
1; wild pitches, ~iartln. Gordon 2, Clark 1. Time of 
game, 2 hours 80 minutes. Umpire, McAleer. 
A.FTER THE GAME. 
The team played a snappy and determined 
game. 
Philpot bad several narrow escapes from 
errors. 
Zaeder's coaching kept the audience laughing. 
Not a peep from the Academy supporters 
after the third. 
W e bear that the Academy mao wbo made 
the run, although in training, bad pie for supper. 
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One or two of the Academy players, a.nd 
especially Edmandli, incline to dit-ty work. 
MncAleer's umpiring was at times rocky, but 
his decisions offset each other. 
(E. Walter Dn,·enport, Charles 
Building and Testing of ;n""Tir:r;lp;;r,;:e~7illi'T'rT".::. U 
Walton B. Fuller, Iunetigation ot Stte&~h r 
~-Beams. 
Gordon showed poor judgment in attempting 
to score from second on a sacdtice. 
John M. Gallagher, Frank E. Killam, Triple r ... 
Expansion Engine Test. . _..,J.J" 
W. Hodgkins mn<le nn excellent catch in left 
garden. 
Harry T. Goss, Marine Boiler Design. 'r 
George W. Heald, ~e Hammer in Steam -
Cullen would bn,·e made a double play unas-
sisted bad not two men been out. 
Pipes. ~ -~ , • /fh-:.: 
Henry N. Smith. Cable~--::;~ h4 \...'-4.-UI 
Eugene B. Whipple, The McLaughlin Feed 
Water Heater. 
The base-running of our team is decidedly 
poor. Lack of practice in that direction is evi-
dent. 
Zaeder had his eye on the ball. Three three-
bngget·s, a single and a sacrifice is good enough 
for any one. 
THESES SUBJECT S. 
Below we print what we believe to be a com-
plete and correct list of the theses au bjects of 
the class of '94. As stated in the last W P I, 
in which were the Chemists and Civils subjects, 
the list is not official, but has been made only 
by interviewing each man individually. 
Clllead•tq C:Ounoe. 
Ernest A. Bickford, Garbage Disposal in 
Cities. 
Clarence W. Eastman, Examination of Mould-
ing Sands. 
Edgar A. Pratt, Volumetric Determination of 
Phosphorus in Iron. 
Harry S. Whitney, Determination of Metallic 
Sulphides by~fercuric Cyanide. 
_ Y CIY'II E••••-rl .... 
Harry C. Boyden, Design of Three-Hinged 
Arch for Roof Truss. 
Warren E. Brooks, Investigation of a Bridge. 
Herbert P. Linnell, Warren A. Scott, Meas-
H. Joseph Knight, The Manufacture of Leath-
er Belting. 
Louis R. Abbott, Design of a. 50 
~yoamo. 
Cbnl'les A. Burt, Design of a 50 Kilowatt 
.P.. Dynamo. 
Arthur L. Clark, A Pllase Indicator. 
Hany L. Cobb, John W. Soat·s, Jr. 
of a 50 Kilowatt~ DynamO': -
Clifton B. Dwionell, Charles 
Magnetization Curves. 
Alfred B. Grout, Detsign of a 
-F -Dynnmo. 
Harry C. Hammond, H 
Theodore H . Nyc, 
Lewis A. Howland, esign of a 50 Kilowatt 
M. .P. DynamoL..--
Leslie Killa~est of a 500-volt Motor. 
Frank M. King, Fred W. Sawyer, Test of 
No. 10 Dynamo. 
Andrew A. O'Connell, Design of a DynamQy 
Elwyn P . Smith, Design of n.~...amo. _,.. • 
Henry F. Walker, Design of a 'Dynamo. 
~ 
N E L SON B. H A LE, '94. 
urement of Effiuent at,Sewage Works. Tbe neath of Nelson B. Hale, '94, was a 
Shepard B. "Y8.Imef,'' Construction of Plant of source of profound regt·et to ttll who knew him. 
Aspinook Co. Tbedeceased entered tbelnstitutein ept. , 1891, 
Elliott W. Peck, Design of a Bridge. with the CiYils and remained with them, one of 
Henry W. Pope, Design for Water Supply the brightest and most capable men in the class, 
for Southboro. till the end of their Junior year, when failing 
Otis 0, G. Rice, St&nd-Pi{>e and Pumping health forced him to leave. The cause of his 
Station . .,,-~( • 1 • · • • death was consumption, which was no doubt 
._.._._. E•.--rtaa. hastened by his close application to work when 
John C. Abbot, the Manufacture of Woolen not in fit condition. 
Yarns. He always took an active inter~?st in the wel-
Chas. M. Allen, Water-wheel Tests. fare of th~ Institute. and by his upright charac-
a M. Clifford Allen, Edward L. Burdick, Effect ter and sterling qualities he woo at once the 
-of_Sol@:beated teamfn Cylinder Condensation affection and respect of all those with whom be 
.. __..an a Compound Engine. came in contact. In addition to his studies at 
! William J. Baldwin, Auxiliary Marine Engine. the Institute, be entered quite extensively into 
George W. Bishop, William J. Sperl, A Sur- the study of natural history, and was an active 
face Condenser. member of the Gypsy Moth Committee during 
\. Charles . Chambers, Design of Steam Plant the summer of '92. He was also a prominent 
')lfor Elec tc Light Station. member of the Historical Society at the Insti-
} f. - ~p~ .r~ .... ~ 
/ 
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ote, and for the year previous to h is departure 
1e served as Class Treasurer. 
In Cbapel, Thursday morning, Doctor Fuller 
10ndocted a memorial service, which was largely 
1ttended by the stuclents. Our President spoke 
rery feelingly of the high esteem in which the 
leceased was held by al l, and expressed his 
•ympathy for the bereaved relatives. 
The class of '94 appointed a delegation of 
.eo to attend the funeral , wllich took place from 
1is late home on Chadwick street, Thursday, 
\.pril 26th, Rev. Austin :s. Garver officiating. 
f he class sent a beautiful wreath of roses in 
be form of an open book. The following 
'esolutious were drawn up by the committee: 
WHEJIF.AS, in His judgment, God bas seen fit to 
remove from our midst, our friend and classmate, 
Nelson B. Hale ; tllere!ore, 
R uolced, That we, the class or '94, or tbe Worces· 
;er Polytechnic Institute, keenly reel the death of oor 
>eloYed classmate, and desire to express our sorrow 
ln the lo~s or a fellow-student and companion. 
Ruolvea, That we extend our sympathy to his 
bereaved family and friends. 
Resolt~ed, Tbat a copy or these resolutions be sent 
to Ws parents, and that they be published in the 
W PI and the Worct>ster dally press and placed upon 
the class records as a tribute to his memorv. 
E. L. BURDICK, 
G. W. BISHOP, 
E. W. PECK, 
Committee. 
THE C ONC ERT AT SPENCER. 
About twenty-6\·e members of the Glee, 
Banjo and l\Iandolin clubs went to S pencer, 
Friday evening, )iay 4th, and there aave a con-
cert in the Town Hall. It was the 
0
first public 
appearance of the clubs and they mn.de a favor-
able impression upon the audience, consisting of 
forty-two persons and about six hundred empty 
seats. The programme, wnicb is printed be-
low, was finely reoclered but the applause was 
meagre, Mr. Burdick's solo being the only 
n umber to receive an encore. 
The concert was over at half-past nine, and 
the clubs left Spencer a half-bour later, arriving 
in Worcester a few minutes before midnight. 
PROGRAMME. 
1. " In Absence." Buck 
GLEE CLUB. 
2. March, "Le Turco." Toea ben 
MA.'IDOLL-; CLUB. 
8. Glee, " The Quaker." Jackson 
OLE IC CLUB. 
SOLO BY MR. PECK. 
~. " Amphton March." Gro-cer 
DANJO CL UB. 
6. Glees, {"Warning.'· Jungst 
"Jay Bird." 
OL"EE CLOD. 
6. "Bueno de Amor." Romero 
lUSDOLDi' OLt;B. 
1. Solo, "Sweet Marie." 
llJI. DEALD. 
I NT£RMISSION. 
8. "W. P. I . March." 
BA.'IJO CLUB. 
9. "Once Uponne a Tyme." 
Gl."F.& CLUB. 
10. "Spat•lsh :\larch." 
<\UXDOUN CLt'B. 
11. Solo, Selected. 
M"R. UUJl DJCK • 
{ "Spin, Spin." 12. Glees, 8 " uper .. tltion." 
GLF.E CLUB. 
lS. Selected. 
14. Glees, 
BAl."J 0 CLUB. 
{ "Unde.r Lbe Almond Tree." • 'Serenade." 
GLD~ CLUB. 
A PRES ENTATION. 
Moore 
Fisher 
R omero 
Jungst 
I{oachat 
Mr. Coumans, our Assist..'lnt Foreman in the 
shop was very pleasantly surprised Friday, 
April 26th. H is departure for New York being 
gladdened by n substantial present from his 
shopmates and tbe students. 
As soon as we teamed of his intended change 
a committee was appointed, and in a very short 
time the necessary funds were at hand. Friday 
being Mr. Coumnns' last day with us, he was 
conducted by 1\lr. Mitchell to Prof. Gladwin's 
r oom where the students nod employ~s bad 
filled the room to its fullest capacity. As 
l!r. Conmans entered, A. W. Clement, '95, 
s tepped forward aud speaking of the esteem 
and respect in which be was held. presented him 
with a handsome gold watcb. M uch surprised, 
1\!r. Couwans replied in his usual witty nod 
pleasant manner. 
He will enter Woodstock College of Toronto 
next fa11, and the best wishes of his many 
friends go with him. .llr. Coumaos has been 
assistant foreman in the shop for the last five 
years, and had become very popular from his 
fine workmanship and his interest in the 
athletics. 
A NEW UNIVERSITY MAGAZIN E. 
A new Uni1Je)·sity 1Jfa(lazine is to be published 
shortly. Its purpose is to give graduates a full 
and reliable account of college news, together 
witb g eneral literary matter. It is hoped that 
this will absorb the two monthlies now published 
under the same name, nod thus prod uce a really 
superior paper. A stock company, to be called 
the u niversity Press Company, has been formed, 
with a capital of 850,000. Five thousand shares 
at 810 apiece will be on sale and it is expected 
that the colleges will secure 300 to 400 shares 
each. Graduates of Yale, H arvard , Columbia , 
Cornell, and Amherst have already bought 
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stock. The magazine is to be printed oo paper 
of superior quality, in good pl'int, and with 
many illustrations; it is to be sewed instead of 
riveted and will be, altogether, very handsomely 
gotten up. There will be a department of gen-
eral college news and also articles by prominent 
men all over the country. The editor-in-chief 
will be Mr. J. S. Wood; Mr. Walter C. Camp 
will have charge of the athletic, and Prof. P. 
T. Austin of the scientific department. In 
addition to the editors tnere will be an advisory 
board of representatives of the various colleges 
of the coQntry. The first issue will appear in 
June. 
Shares at flO each may be obtained by send-
ing checks, together with the name and address 
of the sender, to Mr. Henry G. Ollapman, 56 
Wall Street, N.Y. 
--------~~--------
A SUMMER SCHOOL OF M I NING. 
A Summer School of Mining will be held by 
theM. I. T. this summer for five weeks during 
June and July. The headquarters will be at 
Capleton, a abort distance from Montreal, and 
in close proximity to copper, silver, and sulphur 
mines. The work will be practical instruction 
in mining, ore dressing, and surveying, both 
surface and under ground, and is naturally of 
interest to all men pursuing a technical educa-
tion. The party are to live in tents and in true 
camping-out style, thus affording, at an outlay 
of less than one hundred dollars, a pleasant va-
cation, combining plcasu1·e with practical knowl-
edge and experience. 
BASE· BALL AT M. I . T . 
The largest ball score on record was made a 
few weeks ago in the game between Williams 
and M. I . T . , in which the former won 60 to 1. 
".Mike" Sullivan, if we mistake not, with whom 
our nine has a slight acquaintance, was in the 
box and pitched under the name of one of the 
regular M. I. T. pitchers. The result is but 
deserved, and the sooner this practice, now too 
often done, of H ringing in" professionals and 
ex-players under the name of a respectable and 
legitimate player is stopped the better for every 
branch of college athletics. The Tech is to be 
congratulated on the fearless stand they have 
taken regarding their own team, as shown, not 
only in an editorial, but from its news columns, 
from which article we take the following : 
" That a college athletic management should, in the 
face o.f the existing sentiment at home and abroad, 
have the eft'rontery and dlsbonor to carry a profess-
ional on their team, and, what ls worse. a.ttacb to him 
tbc name of a reputable player now in college, seems 
well nigh incredible. . . . A college cannot be ex-
pected to win in all branches of athletics, especially 
when the cnrriculum Is severe, as at the Institute; 
but when an organi?.at1on puts a team on the field, 
calls it a 'Varsity team, and with a manager and eight 
substitutes goes to play a s trong team of one of the 
smaller colleges, and is defeated sixty runs to one,-
the most crushing defeat on record,-then lt ls time 
for that organization to Immediately disband, and not 
bring the college to such disgrace." 
ALUMNI NOTES. 
'80. Lowell E. Blake died recently in Vera. 
Cruz, Mexico, where he was employed in rail-
road work. 
'90. A. J. Reinbold ha.s recently been pro-
moted from the position of foreman of the 
American Gas Co. of Peru, Ind., to that of 
superintendent with the same concern. This 
place was made vacant by Woodward, '85, who 
has accepted an impo1'tant situation with the 
company's plant in New Rochelle, N.Y. 
'92. Roscoe N. Clark bas left his position 
with the engineering corps of the P. and R. 
Railroad. 
'92. F. E. Hammond, employed by the 
American Bridge and Iron Co. of Va., bas been 
spending the past month with friends in this 
city. 
'92. Geo. F . Freed was married to Miss 
Mae Blanche Watkins of Seneca Falls, N . Y ., 
on the 18th ult. 
'93. F . H. Metcalf is with the H. C. Fish 
Co. of this city. 
'93. Howard A. Coombs, assistant superin-
tendent at the Builders' Iron Foundry, Provi-
dence, R. I. , was in the city last Sunday. 
'93. A. C. Comins was one of the speakers 
at the last meeting of the Harvard Union. The 
question was: "Resolved, that the Norwegian 
system for controlling the liquor traffic should 
be adopted in Massachusetts." Mr. Comins 
upheld the negative side of the question. 
A. F. Newton is sufl'ering from nervous pros-
tration. 
Ex-'96. S . W. Putnam, Jr., is pitcher on 
the Freshman ball team at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 
TECHNICALITIES. 
Go to the two-ring hippodrome at the Oval 
this afternoon. 
MetTill B. Chase, '94, left the Institute last 
week, owing to poor health. 
The weekly meeting of the Y. M. C. A. was 
held last Tuesday, Dr. Uonant leading. 
The members of the musical clubs bad a 
group picture taken at Scbervee's, Tuesday 
noon. 
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B on. P . Emory Aldt·ich of the Trustees spoke 
to the Senior Political Economy class last week 
on Law and the Referendum. 
The fi rst meeting of the conference committee 
proved one fact, namely, that we have fine 
material in the Institute for a debating society. 
The annual meeting and banquet of the 
N. E. Intercollegiate Press A&JQciation will be 
held at the Bay State House, on the night of 
the intercollegiate sports. 
The Freshman M echanics have commenced 
moulding and casting. Mr. Williams who has 
been in charge of tlle casting for tlle last three 
years is again in charge. 
M. C. Allen started from the 20-yard mark in 
the Harvard games, last Saturday, and won 
fourth place in his heat in 51 1-5 sec., but did 
not get a place in the finals. 
Dr. Kimball spoke to the Juniors last week 
regat·ding the election of Electl'icity in place of 
Shop Practice next year. About 30 "Elects" 
can be accommodated next year. 
A. W . Howe, '9.1, won the fh'st of a sel'ies of 
cross-country runs held under the auspices of 
the Clinton-Lancaster Athletic Association , at 
Clinton, this State, on Saturday, April 28th. 
In mineralogy a Junior recently informed 
the class that the bead was v iolet or dark blue 
when red (bot). Another Sophomore in chemis-
try remarked, '' After a while a drop of sand 
will be formed." 
The meeting, May 3d, was led by Bryant '95, 
who gave a short account of the recent conven-
tion at Amherst, and also briefly outlined to 
those present the aims of the organization for 
the coming year. 
The officers of the Y. M. C. A. connected 
with the Institute met in theY. M. C. A . rooms 
Sunday afternoon, April 29th, and discussed 
plans of work, etc., for the ensuing year. A 
profitable and interesting meeting was enjoyed 
by all present. 
Those who are training for the sports have not 
only bad the privilege of the Oval, but they 
have also witnessed there some very exciting ( ?) 
ball-games between the W orcesters nnd other 
teams, in which the score generally runs up in 
the teens sod twenties. 
Dr. Almon Gnnnisoo led chapel exercises a 
week ago Monday moming. He also spoke a 
few words regarding the singleness of purpose 
a student should have while attending the Insti-
tute. His remarks wete heartily applauded. 
Judge Aldrich was also present. 
The tennis courts are in splendid shape and 
a number are availing them~elves of this oppor-
tunity for practice. The proposed Tournament 
bas not yet been definitely decided on, as it 
wus thought advisable to wait till more enthu-
siasm is awakened among the members regard-
ing the matter. 
Last Saturday afternoon Instructor Viles con-
sented to dress up in a suit and give the ball 
team some much-needed practice in sliding bases. 
Fully an hour's practice was indulged in, partly 
in sliding bead first nod partly in sliding feet 
first. Some of the players, however, did not 
show that attention and interest io Mr. Viles' 
coaching t hat they should have. 
Overheard in t•ecitations : 
Instructor in Chemistry.-" How would you 
pass any gi\'"en amount of C02 into a solution ?" 
Sophomore.-" By passing it through a 
meter." 
Prof. in ditto.-" This compound costs-
well, I don't know how much a pound-ten 
cents a hundred pounds." 
Student in laboratory practice.-" Shall I 
dUute this acid?'' 
Instructor.-" No, take it straight." 
In order for the c::mdidates for positions to 
the Intercollegiate team to make the team, it 
will be necessary that they qualify in the events 
according to the table given below. 
100 yards dash , • • 
220 yards dash, . . 
120 yards bordle, . 
220 yards hurdle, . 
·HO yards ron, . . 
880 yards roo, . 
1 mile roo, .. 
2-mlle roo, . . 
1 mile walk, . 
2-mlle bicycle, . 
Throwing llammer, . 
Potting Shot, . . . . . 
Ronning Broad Jump, . 
Running Iligh Jump, . 
Pole VBult, . . . . . . 
• 10 •-6 sec. 
. 2• 3-6 sec. 
• 18 Bee . 
. 29 sec. 
• • 6-i sec. 
• 2 min. 8 sec. 
• 2 min. 60 sec. 
• 11 min. 
• 7 min. 45 sec. 
. 6 min. 80 sec. 
• 80 feet. 
. s• feet. 
19 feet. 
• 6 feet 8 ln. 
• 9 feet.. 
TO JULIA MARLOWE. 
What rare delight to see t.hee once again, 
After the lapse of months that seem llke years; 
To see tby Rosalind and Imogen 
Now radiant with smiles, uow sad with tears ! 
In thee we see youth, beauty, art, all blend 
To make a charming picture for the eye. 
We gaze enraptured to the very end, 
Aud all too fast the 11eetlug joy goes by. 
Ob, may the unrelenting band of Time 
Be slow to rob thee of tby matchless grace I 
Success attend tbee In whatever clime I 
Youth's happy smile be always oo thy face! 
-1\tftonian. 
40 THE W P I. 
LOUIS W. SOUTHGATE, 
Late Examioer U.S. Patent Otlice, formerly 
bead Dra.tt8mao Pond Machine Tool Co., 
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW AND SOLICITOR 
OP 
PATENTS, 
W. P. I. Cla81, '86. 
Burnside Building, 
339 Main St., Worcester, Mass. 
"W"HEN YOU 
Want another pair of R ubber 
Shoes remember and ret a pair 
of the " Gold Seal " ones. They 
will outwear three pairs of any 
other rubber on the market. 
Every ahoe beans the above 
Trade-Mark. For aale at 
P. L. RIDER'S Rubber Store, 
370 MAIN ST., WORCESTER. 
Alao the largest and beat line of MACKINTOSHES 
in the city. 
PAUL F. SIEBOLD 4t CO., 
FIRST-CLASS 
STOP AT Tl-f E COMMONWEAL Tl-f 1-fOTEL, 
WorQellter, Mua. F. G. '!\fAilDEN • Co., Proprietors. 
Two ~finutea trom Union Depot. Rates. $2.00 -.nd S2.ro per day. 
Bllll&rd J.(oom. Steam Heat. Eleetr-le Light. Sample Uooms. Batbt. 
C. W. CLAFLIN & CO., 
DJU.LI:R8 l li ALL IOXDS 0 11' 
Anthracite an~ Bituminous Coal. 
Also, all kinds of Wood and Kindlings. 
Oftices, No. 376 Malo Street and at Yards, Sbrewsbury 
Street IUld Union Street, cor. Central. 
TELEPDOl'lfE, No. e17-a. 
Hair Cnttin(, Shavin[ ~ Shampooin[ Parlors. A B C of 1Eiectricity. 
All work done lo A 1 style. Give us a eaU. .lecunte ud Compreben&lfe. 108 Pages. 
Razors Honed. PRICE, POSTPAID, 60 CENTS. 
Comer Main and Chatham Streets, Entrance on Chatham Street Address, EUClRICAL REVIEW PUBLISHING co., 13 Park Row, N. v. 
WORCESTER, MASS. Sample <:op7, " EILEC:TBJ:CAL BEVI:EW," Free. 
The Walden Shoe Stores. 
Selling Men's Shoes direct from the makers to the consumer. 
in all the principal cities of the United States. 
WORCESTER STORE, BAY STATE HOUSE BLOCK, 
279 MAIN STREET. 
fJBAS. E. DA'lTJS, Manager. 
Come In and have your Shoes Shined Free of Charge. 
THE RAPID 'WRITER FOUNTAIN PEN. 
Dou.ble Feeder tn one pleoe preventl GOOdlng. Our aneondlttonal Guarantee accompanies eaeh pen. Clreulan lree. Agelltl wa.oted. 
FOUNTAIN PEN CO., ""\l"V'a.shJ..n..~t:o~, D. C . 
C:. Q. H.I.BIII8, '84, A.-eal.. 
THEW PI. iii 
MACULLAR & SON, 
S pring a nd Summer, 
1894. 
Our exclusive Styles In Ready-to-Wear Clothing and 
Custom Woolens ar _, now reudy for your lnspecLioo. 
We are showing especially uobhy garments for young 
men, In both sack and !rock !~Lyles-all co3ts belug 
cut long and of the prevailing fashion. Our new 
three-button cutaway In black worsted or vicuna ls 
j ust right. 
MACULLAR & SON, 
3 72 and 3 7 4 Ma in St reet. 
H . F . A . LANGE 
+Floral Decorator,+ 
294 Main St. Worcester, Mass .. 
Keeps constantly In Stock 
fANCY fiOSES AND FINEST A.SSOfiTMEN T 
Of CIJT FLOWEfiS, 
Whlcb be will arrange In Designs of uny kind. 
Decorating Parlors and Halls a Specialty. 
GILBERT G. DAVIS, 
Commercial and Book 
PRINTER, 
A nd B lank B ook Man ufactur er. 
P ubliabert of tbe AfterttDatb ot '94. 
3 8 and 44 Front St reet , 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
BEMIS & COMPANY, 
Fine Footwear, 
421 and 423 1lain Street. 
C O R REC T S T Y LES . 
P OPULAR PRIC ES. 
C. C. LO\iV"ELL, 
(S11cceasor to J. 0. WlllTB,) 
H E AOQUAR T E R S F'OR 
Mathematical • Instruments 
And ARTIST MATERIALS. 
ALSO, F ULL LfNl!! Ol' 
PAINTS, OILS, GLASS, and VARNISHES. 
12 PEARL ST., opp. Post-Office. 
L . W. PENNINGTON, 
Designer, Mannractnring Jeweler, and 
DIAMOND SETTER. 
Badges and Emblems Made to Order. 
Gilding, Acid Coloring and Oxidizing, Repairing, Etc. 
Old Gold and Silver Purchased. 
81 MECHANIC ST., WORCESTER, MASS. 
WM. S. SMITH & CO., 
D EALERS I N 
Hardware and 
Building Materials, 
Carpenters' and Machin ist s ' T ools, 
ALSO DRAWI NG INSTRUMENTS, 
171 Main St., Worcester, Mass. 
THE SEASON FOR 
ICE CREAM 
- .L'i'D-
EGG SODA 
Among our new spring styles may be mentioned Is at band. We have them ; also C IGABS and every-
thing to be found ln a ftrtt-class drug atore. 
our new" Razortoe," and our new " Russets" Col-
lege toe. They are both dandies and catch the boys. Whittier'S Drug Store, 4~ Ialn Street. 
iv T H E W P I. 
FRED. W. WELLINGTON & CO., :..aae. 
Wholesale and Retall Dealers to 
COAL. 
GENltRU. OYFICB. 
418 MAIN ST., WORCESTER, MASS. 
Branch Ofllee, 600 MA.IN STREET. 
COAL POCKET8, 
NOR~~, - CONN-
RET AlL Y A.llD, 
8ontllbrid!e, cor. Hammond St., Worcester, lass. 
LARGEST STOCK AND LOWEST PRICES 
AT 
S. R. LELAND & SON'S, 
446 Main St., Worcester. 
Agents for the Celebrated A. C. Fairbanks, L. B. Qat. 
comb, Lusoomb & Stewart Ban.los, Washburn V~ 
Bruno & Stratton Guitars, Washburn, Vega, Stratton, 
&c., &c. , Mandolins. 
AU goods are fully warranted and exchanged If not 
satisfactory. 
--H IRE YOUR--
~.4_0~8 .A.~:O -z-El.A.1v.I:B 
.AT 
::S:A.R:RINGTON & :SR0 .. 7S, 
aa CENTRAL STREET. 
A. F. BRAGG, 
TEMPERANCE DRINKS, 
CIGARS .AND TOBACCO, 
agg Main Street , 
E. A. DICKIE, 
Baggage ~x~ress. 
ORDER SLATE, 
9 Pleasant S treet. 
UMBRELLAS 
MADE, REPAIRED AND COVERED 
B)' 
GEO. E. KIRBY, 
397 MAIN STREET, 
ViTORCESTE.R, ~SS_ 
Over Houlton's J ewelry Store. 
Worcester , Mass. 
The Richmond Strdiiht Cnt No.I 
GIGHBETTES 
are made trom tbe brurhtesL, moet 
delicately flavored, and lilgbest cost 
GOLD LEAF grown In Virginia. 
T his Is the OLD AND ORIGINAL 
BRAND OF 8TRAIG~T CUT Cigar• 
ettes, and was brought out by us In the year 1876. 
Beware o f I mltatlo•u, and ob!lerve that tbe PJRK li'Ali:E 
u below, 18 on eTery pKka,;e 
ALLEN & GINTER, Manufs., 
R J CIUIOI!I'D, VIBGI~I.t.. 
LE~I& do E:ata:ER.SC>N', 
8acee••on t.o v. B. £.._TON & co., 
WholeQale and Retail STATIONERS, BLANK BOOK AND PAPER Dealers. All kinds or PRINTING, BLA...""Ir 
BOOKS made to order, also complete line of TEACHERS' aud SCHOOL SUPPLIES. 
No. 605 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. T&LEPRONE 278-4:. 
DRA. "W":ING PAPER IN SHEETS AND ROLLS. 
"Always Ready, Day or Night." BAY STATE STABLES POUR ELEGANT BARGES AND ELEGANT tv.cKs. 
Office Adjoinmg the Theatre, ' ~ ColeMI 10 - -rr.~ ... al UDIOD ~pot, OaJ and Nl&hl. 
Rear of S.y Stllte House, L • .B. BPOONE B .e CO., Wo..-.ater, •-· 
BAY STATE HOUSE. SEND 
F'IVE 
2•CENT 
F'Oit 
80 
PACE Rankil1g with beat of Fi.rs~la.s.~ Hotels ol New Eng-
land, reorganized und will be conducted on a 
STAMPS CATALOOUE, 
First-Class Basis 
In every particular. Passenger Elevator, Well-Fur-
nished Rooms and all heated by Steam. 
FRANK P. DOUGLASS, 
THEO. ALTENEDER & SONS, 
PHIL~DELPHI~. 
Proprietor. PATEIT ADJUSTABLE STAID. 
Barnard, Sumner & Putnam Co., ~ 
DRY GOODS )~D CAitPETS. ! 
Thela•geot bou,. de•oted to legitimate Dry Good• ~~ 
tn New England. It grows witb tbe growth of Wor- • 
cester County, because lt is tbe acknowledged Shop- ;::; 
ping Home of tbe Ladles, an~ because all things are .. 
bere that ought. to be bere, and at tbe Fairest P r ices. ..! 
.. Barnard, Sumner & Pntnam Co. ! 
,.; 
• 
1t Prepared \.0 do &11 ldDdll ol 
B~OT AND SHO~ R~PAIRING, ~ 
~ 326 MAIN STREET, Q 
Opposite Mecbanlcs Hall, up oue ftlgbt or St&.irs, ~ 
Room 2. .. 
LADIES' and GENTS' SEWED WORK a SpeclaJty. 
Back and Front Stays and Toe Tips . 
.. DISCOUNT TO TECHS T" 
WASHBURN MACHINE SHOP, 
WOBOBSTEB, JU.88, 
Ladles aad Qeatlemen Lookbag for roa and a Good Bealtbtlll Exerel8e. 
CAN FINO IT AT 
fT. P. 'VV'~XTE'& 
Ten. Pln..9 Billiard and Poo1 Room, 
87 Pearl Street, Woretflter, ...._ Boan ror Ladies.: 9 A. I. to 4 P. L 
WE 
B\11 
0\IK 
flrtl! f'UIHISHJHQS · · • A'IS ~ IITHL~.m: 5'-lrru~s · 
Eow ARD B. CLAPP, 
TOM WALTERS, JR., Mai~ ~~reet. 
. . 
Say, you need a New HAT. Call and see 
mine. Softs, Crushers, Mashers, Stiffs 
and Softs, both new and old. 
GLOVES are Stylish. . 
TIES you must have. 
SHIRTS and BODY COVERS are all the go. 
We give SOX away, 2 Pairs for 25c. All Colors. 
SWEATERS are booming. 
Leave us your Laundry. 
TOM WALTERS, JR. 
CKATOM . -~~~ 
PORTMITS !!! ~. 
PJI5TeL ~ 
PORTRAITS 
. AT 
• \ 
Ml<iM · <iRADI: 
ONL;y. • 
, Oroups and Large Work a Specialty. 
• 
l 
25 PER CENT. 
DISCOUNT ••• 
TO TECH • 
STUDENT9. 
I I' 
326 
~ENOAOE YOUR SI1TINOS.411E-
1'(\AIN 
I 
Opp. Mechanics Hall. 
,I 
" • 
